CALM
Interiors to nurture, relax and restore
TITLE

Calm

AUTHOR

Sally Denning

CATEGORY

Home & Garden

ISBN

9781788793834

PRICE

£23.00

PUBLICATION

14th September 2021

BINDING

Hardback Paper over boards

SIZE

254 x 216 mm

EXTENT

176 pages

ILLUS

250 col photographs

Home should be a place to retreat from the everyday. Creating a home that instills a sense of calm
will cocoon and protect us from the outside world, create a sense of wellbeing and make us feel
truly nurtured.
In recent times, many of us have spent more time at home than ever before. Calm will help you create a
restful, restorative interior that draws you in and makes your shoulders drop the moment you walk through
the door. Sally Denning first explores the essential foundations of a tranquil, comforting home: calming and
harmonious colours, textiles, pattern, lighting and decorative elements. She goes on to explore a mix of
accessible real-life homes, ranging from city homes to country houses, new builds, flats/apartments, beach
houses and more. The spaces may be different, but they all share one thing: a timeless, soothing and
restful atmosphere that is a pleasure to come home to.

KEY SELLING POINTS
Explores the elements that come together to create a calm and beautiful home that appeals to all five
senses.
Hundreds of inspiring ideas for mindful and tranquil design and decoration.
Comfort and cocooning is one of the key design trends for 2021.

THE AUTHOR
Sally Denning is an interiors stylist and creative director. She has nearly 25 years’ experience, including
many years working on leading interiors magazines. Sally embarked on a freelance career 13 years ago
and her work now appears in titles such as Homes & Gardens, Homes & Antiques, House Beautiful and
Country Homes & Interiors. She also has a wealth of commercial clients, including Little Greene, Neptune,
Original BTC and Ian Mankin, who draw on her styling skills and creative flair. Sally's Instagram is
@blackshorestyle, where she has a loyal following of interiors insiders. She lives in the Cotswolds, UK, with
her family and dog Buster.
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IN THE MOOD FOR COLOUR
Perfect palettes for creative interiors
TITLE

In the Mood for Colour

AUTHOR

Hans Blomquist

CATEGORY

Home & Garden

ISBN

9781788793568

PRICE

£25.00

PUBLICATION

10th August 2021

BINDING

Hardback Paper over boards

SIZE

254 x 216 mm

EXTENT

208 pages

ILLUS

Colour illustrations

Bring the transformative power of colour into your life with the help of Hans Blomquist, whose
inspiring interiors will enable you to find the right colours for your home.
Colour is powerful – it can change our moods or raise our spirits. It can be positively life-enhancing, yet so
many of us struggle to choose the right shades for our home. In the Mood for Colour reveals celebrated
interior stylist Hans Blomquist's passion for colour and the way in which it can affect our emotions. Colour
can soothe, enchant or excite. And, as Hans demonstrates, it has the ability to render rooms cool and
calming, dynamic and stimulating or moody and intriguing. As ever, Hans draws his inspiration from the
natural world, exploring shades that range from the dazzling white of newly fallen snow to the fiery crimson
heart of an unfurled poppy and the inky canopy of the midnight sky. Divided into five sections – Dark, Pale,
Natural, Soft and Bold – In the Mood for Colour will make you see colour in a completely different light.

KEY SELLING POINTS
Identifies the connection between colours and our emotional wellbeing and how a beautiful home can
help us thrive.
Easily accessible – encourages the reader to make the most of what they already have rather than
requiring designer furniture or high-spec finishes.
Hans’ previous books include Natural Home (ISBN 978-1-84975-213-8, April 2012, over 28,000 copies
sold), In Detail (978-1-84975-213-8, October 2014, over 15,500 copies sold)
Hans has a loyal and growing following of over 22,000 on Instagram.

THE AUTHOR
Hans Blomquist is an art director and stylist who is highly sought after by many prestigious brands. Hans
started out working for IKEA in Sweden and ended up art directing their catalogue. His clients include
Harrods, Marks & Spencer, John Lewis, H&M and IKEA. Hans lives in Paris and the French capital is a
great source of inspiration for his work. He is also the author of The Natural Home, In Detail and Inspired by
Nature (all published by Ryland Peters & Small).
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NOMAD AT HOME
Designing the home more traveled
TITLE

Nomad at Home

AUTHOR

Hilary Robertson

CATEGORY

Home & Garden

ISBN

9781788792455

PRICE

£25.00

PUBLICATION

14th September 2021

BINDING

Hardback Laminated cover

SIZE

280 x 220 mm

EXTENT

192 pages

ILLUS

220 col photographs

Nomad at Home dissects the desire to wander the globe from the point of view of the design-led
traveller, those for whom ‘it is a better thing to travel hopefully than to arrive’.
‘There are few countries I have visited without consulting the local real estate agent’s window or poring over
the free property magazine. Whether in Puglia or Provence, I am already imagining my new life there; the
basket I’ll carry to market, the dress I’ll change into for an apéro, the flea market at which I will buy my
furniture, the secret cove where I’ll swim.’
In Nomad at Home, compulsive wanderer Hilary Robertson showcases 12 unique locations and tells the
stories of different nomadic tribes: the Adopters, who have left home forever and made a life elsewhere, as
well as the Escapists, always on the move, with a base in two, three or maybe even four locations. Then
there are the Serial Wanderers, who simply absorb the DNA of any given destination and bring it all back
home; creating Provence in Pittsburgh with ingredients gathered on their travels. There are more ways than
one of satisfying a wandering eye. As well as offering inspiration from homes all over the globe, Nomad at
Home also contains champion shopper Hilary's nomadic sourcebook, which allows readers to hit the
ground shopping in destinations all over the world, with an address book for every country covered, every
story told.

KEY SELLING POINTS
All new specially commissioned photography by Mike Karlsson Lundgren
Taps into the millennial ‘experiential’ concept that exotic travel and experiences are the new luxuries
From the author of The Stuff of Life and Monochrome Home, which has sold more than 27,000 copies.

THE AUTHOR
Hilary Robertson is a well-known interiors stylist and journalist with an illustrious client list that includes
Sunbrella, Canvas, Ochre, Elle Decoration, Vogue Living, and the Telegraph Magazine. Also a talented
writer, Hilary wrote the text for Josephine Ryan’s French Home and is the author of The Stuff of Life and
Monochrome Home, both of which are published by Ryland Peters & Small. An inveterate nomad herself,
Hilary travels the world but her home is in Brooklyn with her husband and son.
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SHADES OF WHITE
Serene Spaces for Effortless Living
TITLE

Shades of White

AUTHOR

Fifi O'Neill

CATEGORY

Home & Garden

ISBN

9781800650602

PRICE

£23.00

PUBLICATION

12th October 2021

BINDING

Hardback Paper over boards

SIZE

254 x 216 mm

EXTENT

160 pages

ILLUS

200 col. photographs

Shades of White is a pure celebration of all the brilliant white hues, and how they work in harmony
with different textures inside the home.
White is magical. It can illuminate a space, or it can be a blank slate, allowing other décor in the room to
shine. Whether your style is rustic, modern, romantic, vintage or classic, Fifi O'Neill will show you that there
is a perfect shade of white for you. With beautiful commissioned photography, Fifi showcases twelve
dazzling homes that have mastered using shades of white throughout. From fresh to cosy, sophisticated to
shabby chic, white is classy, adaptable and timeless. Shades of White showcases interior inspiration for
using white in any setting, pairing the infinite shades with different textures such as wood and metal, or
even with other colours, to create stylish and stunning interiors.

KEY SELLING POINTS
In the year of lockdown, luxury paint brand Farrow & Ball’s online sales more than tripled, and there
has been a surge in demand for colours such as Cornforth White
Fifi O’Neill’s previous book, Romantic Prairie Style (978-1-78249-328-0), has sold over 20,000 copies
Stunning photography beautifully showcasing the versatility of shades of white in a variety of interiors

THE AUTHOR
Fifi O'Neill is an editor, writer and photo stylist. She has produced numerous features on home decorating,
food and gardening for American and European magazines, such as Coastal Living, Country Living (USA),
Casa Romantica, Casa Antichi (Italy) and many more. Fifi's previous books are Surfside Style, Global
Bohemian, Romantic Prairie Style and Romantic Prairie Cookbook, all published by CICO Books. Her
popular blog, fifioneillprairiestyle.com, reaches upwards of two million followers. Fifi grew up in Paris,
France, though she now lives in Florida, USA.
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THE ANNIE SLOAN COLLECTION
75 step-by-step paint projects and ideas to transform your home
TITLE

The Annie Sloan Collection

AUTHOR

Annie Sloan

CATEGORY

Home & Garden

ISBN

9781800650299

PRICE

£19.99

PUBLICATION

10th August 2021

BINDING

Paperback With flaps

SIZE

276 x 208 mm

EXTENT

224 pages

ILLUS

400 col photographs

Decorative paint expert Annie Sloan's ultimate guide to using paint to transform your home.
Annie Sloan's complete guide shows you how to use paint to decorate any of the surfaces in your home.
Learn the basic skills for using paint on walls and furniture, alongside masterful techniques for painting
floors, fabrics, lighting and more. Her 75 step-by-step projects will guide you through using paint to
makeover your home, with clear pictorial instructions alongside helpful tips and tricks. With each project
learn the essential skills of stencilling, printing, waxing, gilding and dyeing fabric, as well as how to best
use Annie’s own Chalk Paint® range. Get inspired with Annie's top tips on choosing colours and perfect
palettes to work with. The Annie Sloan Collection contains all you need to know to begin your paint journey,
for beginners all the way up to paint aficionados. So get ready to unleash your own creativity with paint!

KEY SELLING POINTS
Annie's Chalk Paint® range is available from over 1,500 stockists worldwide, including over 250
stockists in the UK
Annie has over 225K instagram followers @anniesloanhome, and her previous titles with CICO include
Annie Sloan Paints Everything (ISBN 978-1-78249-356-3, over 32,500 copies sold), Quick and Easy
Paint Transformations (ISBN 978-1-906525-75-0, over 170,000 copies sold), and Colour Recipes for
Painted Furniture (ISBN 978-1-78249-032-6, over 122,000 copies sold)
DIY tools including paint saw a 250 per cent rise in sales between April and June 2020

THE AUTHOR
Annie Sloan is one of the world’s most respected experts in the field of decorative painting. She runs highly
successful workshops, and teaches in the US and Europe. Annie has written more than 20 books, including
the best-selling Annie Sloan Paints Everything, Annie Sloan's Room Recipes for Style and Colour,
Annie Sloan Paints Everything, Creating the French Look, Quick and Easy Paint Transformations and
Colour Recipes for Painted Furniture and More, all published by CICO Books. Annie lives in Oxford, UK.
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THE FLOWER HUNTER
Seasonal flowers inspired by nature and gathered from the garden
TITLE

The Flower Hunter

AUTHOR

Lucy Hunter

CATEGORY

Home & Garden

ISBN

9781788793841

PRICE

£30.00

PUBLICATION

12th October 2021

BINDING

Hardback Paper over boards

SIZE

280 x 220 mm

EXTENT

208 pages

ILLUS

350 col photographs

In The Flower Hunter, Lucy Hunter takes us on an inspirational journey through a year in her garden
and artist’s studio set among the mountains of North Wales.
Lucy's evocative, gently humorous words accompany her glorious photographs and exquisite floral
arrangements, as she encourages the reader to marvel at the intricate cycles of the natural world, develop
their own innate creativity and to look for beauty in the everyday. Her garden provides the raw materials
and inspires Lucy's floral artistry – breathtaking naturalistic arrangements with the painterly beauty and
flourish of a Dutch still life. Simple projects accompany Lucy’s text, from drying garden flowers for an
autumnal wreath to making your own journals and natural dyes to assembling lavish arrangements that
showcase the voluptuous beauty of garden roses. Lucy believes that we all have a creative voice buried
deep within. The Flower Hunter will encourage you to find your own creativity and help it to blossom.

KEY SELLING POINTS
Lucy’s instagram account @lucytheflowerhunter has a loyal, engaged and growing following of over
42k from the UK, Europe, USA, Australia and Asia.
Her style is very much aligned with current trends for arrangements made from dried flowers and
grasses plus naturalistic, unstyled fresh arrangements that are in tune with nature.
Breathtaking photography of gloriously abundant floral arrangements.
Will appeal to anyone with a love of gardens, the natural world, beautiful landscapes, flowers, still life,
and photography.

THE AUTHOR
Lucy Hunter has a Fine Art BA (hons) degree and over 20 years’ experience working as an award-winning
landscape designer, floral artist and self-taught photographer. Passionate about her garden and the natural
landscape, Lucy is constantly exploring ways to soften the boundaries between inside and out, capturing
transitory shifts in nature and the seasons. She lives in North Wales with her husband, teenager and dogs,
and holds workshops across the world on floral design, composing the perfect image, and finding your
creative voice. Find her on Instagram @lucytheflowerhunter.
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A MAGICAL NIGHT JOURNEY UNDER
THE MOON AND STARS
Finding wonder and serenity
TITLE

A Magical Night Journey Under the Moon
and Stars

AUTHOR

Amy T Won

CATEGORY

Health, Mind, Body & Spirit

ISBN

9781782499251

PRICE

£9.99

PUBLICATION

3rd August 2021

BINDING

Hardback Paper over boards

EXTRAS

wood-free paper, exposed edges and
imitation cloth spine

SIZE

210 x 170 mm

EXTENT

144 pages

ILLUS

80 col artworks

A beautifully illustrated guidebook to unleash the enchanted explorer in you and help you embark
on a magical night journey to find the wonder and wisdom of nature and creativity.
Become the wonder-seeker you truly are as you connect firsthand with nature and creativity. In this magical
book, Amy T. Won, artist and enchanted guide, takes you on a personal creative night journey, where you
are both explorer and storyteller. Through dreamy watercolour paintings of the enchanting night, you will
embark on a gentle voyage of discovery from twilight fairytales and celestial myths to real-life creatures and
natural phenomena that come alive under the cloak of darkness. You will learn to set intentions instead of
goals, and capture the feeling of wonderment and creative flow, anywhere. Fill-in pages and tangible tools
such as the Explorer’s Chart invite spontaneity and surprise. Explore to your heart’s delight and experience
the magic-making. Allow the world around you to whisper in your ears what you wish most to create.

KEY SELLING POINTS
Amy T Won has attracted a dedicated thriving audience through her Instagram account, wondermaking workshops and online courses.
A study at the University of London noted brain benefits from walking in nature include a decrease in
stress, increase in short-term memory, restoration of mental energy, increase in cognition and increase
in creativity. (PLOS ONE, December 2012)
Enchanted Living Magazine celebrates enchantment in the modern age and has 212K followers on
Instagram @faeriemagazine.
‘Exploring is about waking up to our surroundings... the more we do it, the more awake we become.’ (
Psychologies, October 2019)

THE AUTHOR
Amy T Won is an artist, storyteller, nature lover and enchantment-seeker. Mindful awareness is
fundamental to her art as the bedrock of how she creates and navigates her life and a result of connecting
with her work as a wonder-seeker. Experience her intuitive paintings of wonder or join her for magical
guided adventures at www.amytwon.com and on Instagram @amytwon. Amy lives in California, USA.
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AROMATHERAPY
Essential oils and the power of scent for healing, relaxation, and vitality
TITLE

Aromatherapy

AUTHOR

Marc J. Gian

CATEGORY

Health, Mind, Body & Spirit

ISBN

9781800650336

PRICE

£9.99

PUBLICATION

14th September 2021

BINDING

Hardback Paper over boards

EXTRAS

Wood-free paper

SIZE

210 x 170 mm

EXTENT

160 pages

ILLUS

50 col artworks and 50 col photographs

Heal your body, mind and spirit using the power of essential oils.
Are you seeking a natural and holistic way to improve your mental, emotional and physical wellbeing? And
did you know that our sense of smell has the power to trigger and increase memory, change our mood and
boost our immune system? In Aromatherapy you will find the foundations for harnessing this power and selfhealing with essential oils. Learn about oils such as peppermint, lavender, rose, eucalyptus and many
more. Find out how to apply essential oils on acupressure points for enhanced benefits and make an
essential bath oil, scrub, spray or steam inhalation, as well as simple massage techniques and compresses
for pain relief. Whether you need relief from a common cold, have a digestive concern or suffer from back
and neck pain, or if you are looking to improve your memory or seeking relaxation and a calm mind, enter
the scent-filled world of Aromatherapy for overall self-care and rejuvenation.

KEY SELLING POINTS
No longer seen as pampering indulgence, [aromatherapy] is being appreciated as fast-acting, effective
self-care and – similarly to wellbeing – it isn’t just a trend but a movement. (stylist.co.uk Aug 2019)
Essential oils can lift your mood with just a whiff of their fragrance and for some people they may even
help alleviate the symptoms of various conditions. (Johns Hopkins Medicine)
Marc J. Gian’s Holistic Aromatherapy (ISBN 978-1-78249-441-6) was the winner of Best Aromatherapy
Book in the Soul & Spirit magazine Spiritual Book Awards.

THE AUTHOR
Marc J. Gian (L. Ac, LMT) is a clinical supervisor at Pacific College of Oriental Medicine, USA, and the
designer and teacher of the essential oils curriculum for the college. Along with frequent teaching
engagements, Marc maintains a private practice in New York City with a focus on addressing the mental
and emotional issues associated with illness. He is also a co-founder of the Meridian Biologix line of
professional essential oils, and a regular teacher at the New York Open Center. He lives in New York, USA.
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THE BOOK OF WITCHY WELLBEING
Rituals, recipes, and spells for sacred self-care
TITLE

The Book of Witchy Wellbeing

AUTHOR

Cerridwen Greenleaf

CATEGORY

Health, Mind, Body & Spirit

ISBN

9781800650329

PRICE

£12.99

PUBLICATION

24th August 2021

BINDING

Paperback

EXTRAS

wood-free paper

SIZE

235 x 190 mm

EXTENT

144 pages

ILLUS

65 col artworks

A practical and enchanting handbook for creating personal magic and wellness, filled with healing
spells, intentions, rituals and recipes – the essentials of witchy self-care and wisdom.
Nowadays, it is all too easy to feel overwhelmed, uneasy and often in need of essential self-care and
enchantment. The Book of Witchy Wellbeing is a book for these times, offering tried and true spells, rituals,
recipes and meditations to help get your life to the next level of wellness. Cerridwen Greenleaf shares easyto-do practices informed by her decades of implementing the power of intention-setting in her life, from
setting up your wellness altar to healing movements, affirmations and crystals, as well as healthy and
nurturing recipes for magical teas and tinctures. We hear so much about self-care now, but soul-care is of
equal importance. The Book of Witchy Wellbeing is replete with approaches to deepen your connection to
spirituality that is essential to real happiness, a wisdom-filled life and total wellness.

KEY SELLING POINTS
In a continuation of a trend that began in 2018, mind body spirit titles centred on practising witchcraft
and magic remain popular, as do titles focused on self-care, rituals and healing. (Publisher’s Weekly,
May 2020)
Timing perfect to tie-in for the Autumn Equinox.
Cerridwen Greenleaf is the author of the bestselling Book of Kitchen Witchery (978-1-78249-372-3),
which has sold 15,000 copies.

THE AUTHOR
Cerridwen Greenleaf has worked with many leading lights of the Wiccan world including Starhawk, Z
Budapest, Raymond Buckland and more. She has led magic workshops throughout North America, and her
graduate work in medieval studies has given her deep insight into ancient spells. She is the author of
The Book of Kitchen Witchery, The Magical Home and 5-Minute Magic for Modern Wiccans, all published
by CICO Books. She blogs at yourmagicalhome.blogspot.com and lives in San Francisco, USA.
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THE LITTLE POCKET BOOK OF
EMPATHY
Enrich your life through compassion and kindness
TITLE

The Little Pocket Book of Empathy

AUTHOR

CICO Books

CATEGORY

Health, Mind, Body & Spirit

ISBN

9781800650183

PRICE

£7.99

PUBLICATION

14th September 2021

BINDING

Hardback Paper over boards

EXTRAS

Wood-free paper

SIZE

152 x 115 mm

EXTENT

144 pages

ILLUS

75 col artworks

Discover how to create a deeper connection with everyone around you to live a happier and more fulfilling
life.
Empathy – the ability to understand another person’s feelings as if they were your own – is not always an
innate skill, but is one we can develop, and if we do, we can reap the benefits, enhancing the life of
everyone around us and as a result improving our own wellbeing, too. When we learn to empathise, we can
live compassionately, not only sharing in other people’s emotions but also wanting to help and support
them when they face pain or hardship. In becoming more compassionate, we can learn self-compassion,
too, being kinder to ourselves when we struggle or make mistakes. The Little Pocket Book of Empathy
explores how we can be more empathetic in everyday life. With suggestions for small shifts in attitude and
stories of how showing how a little kindness and understanding can transform situations, as well as
practices that can make us feel more socially connected, this beautifully illustrated handbook offers
guidance, inspiration and hope.

KEY SELLING POINTS
Explains how to cultivate a way to care and support yourself and others when suffering or facing
difficulties, whether large or small.
At a time when many societal changes are creating increased feelings of alienation and distrust,
empathy can remind us how much we have in common and bring comfort.
This beautifully presented gift book format has sold well for CICO.
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THE MOON & STARS TAROT
Includes a full deck of 78 specially commissioned tarot cards and a 64page illustrated book
TITLE

The Moon & Stars Tarot

AUTHOR

Jayne Wallace

CATEGORY

Health, Mind, Body & Spirit

ISBN

9781800650558

PRICE

£16.99

PUBLICATION

14th September 2021

BINDING

Mixed media product

EXTRAS

Box set with book and 78 cards

SIZE

152 x 115 mm

EXTENT

64 pages

ILLUS

78 col artworks

Delve into the universe and gain insight and wisdom from above in The Moon and Stars Tarot
, a lavish, unique 78-card deck inspired by the constellations, lunar cycles, planets and night sky.
Unravel the messages and guidance sent to you from above the earthly plains with The Moon and Stars
Tarot. With specially commissioned illustrations that are filled with powerful imagery, the deck will help you
tap into messages sent from the moon, stars, planets and zodiac signs. You will be able to enrich and
nurture your intuition by connecting to lunar energies, while bringing strength to your daily life and light to
moments of darkness, just as the moon does to the night. The accompanying book provides interpretations
for all the cards, including keywords, a star message and a moon magic affirmation, as well as card
spreads which range from a card of the day to more complex layouts for deeper insight.

KEY SELLING POINTS
Tarot’s popularity is on the rise – with card sales up 50 per cent in recent years, 8.5m #tarot results on
Instagram on an average day and witch influencers gaining huge audiences. (Vogue UK, Sept 2020)
Jayne has excellent media contacts and her celebrity clientele includes Kim Kardashian, Larry King,
Kate Hudson and Tracey Emin.
This is a best-selling format for CICO: The Magic of Tarot (ISBN 978-1-78249-721-9) has sold nearly
4,000 copies since publication in May 2019, and The Golden Tarot (ISBN 978-1-906094-86-7) has sold
nearly 70,000 copies. Oceanic Tarot (ISBN 978-1-78249-339-6), also by Jayne Wallace, has sold over
22,000 copies.

THE AUTHOR
Jayne Wallace is the founder of Psychic Sisters, a team of clairvoyants working from her concession at
Selfridges department store in London. Jayne has worked as a professional clairvoyant since the age of 17
and has a monthly column in Fate & Fortune. She is the author of The Magical Nordic Tarot, The Crystal
Power Tarot, Oceanic Tarot, The Angel Tarot and 44 Ways to Talk to Your Angels, all published by CICO
Books. She lives in Essex.
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WICCAN FEASTS, CELEBRATIONS,
AND RITUALS
Make the most of special days with witchy rites, decorations, and herbal
magic touches
TITLE

Wiccan Feasts, Celebrations, and Rituals

AUTHOR

Silja

CATEGORY

Health, Mind, Body & Spirit

ISBN

9781800650541

PRICE

£12.99

PUBLICATION

12th October 2021

BINDING

Paperback With flaps

EXTRAS

on wood-free paper

SIZE

235 x 190 mm

EXTENT

144 pages

ILLUS

75 col artworks

A beautifully illustrated guide from a Celtic Wiccan High Priestess to celebrating the Wiccan way,
from Halloween to handfastings, as well as everyday rituals to enhance all areas of your life.
The Wiccan calendar is marked by significant festivals, called sabbats. The most famous is Halloween, also
known as Samhain, but you will be familiar with others, too, such as the Summer and Winter Solstices.
Wiccans celebrate these sabbats with rituals, crafts, and food and drink, and in this book, Silja reveals how
you can bring some of that magic into your life, even if working as a solitary witch. She also details other
special days throughout the year, such as August 23, the Roman festival of Vulcanalia, which is celebrated
with bonfires. Discover, too, how Wiccans celebrate personal rites of passage, such as the naming of a
baby and a couple committing to each other in a Wiccan wedding, known as a handfasting. Finally, Silja
explains how to write your own daily, weekly, or monthly rituals to bring you peace and happiness. Lavishly
illustrated throughout, this is your essential guide to all your Wiccan celebrations.

KEY SELLING POINTS
‘Americans’ interest in spell-casting tends to wax as instability rises and trust in establishment ideas
plummets.’ (The Atlantic, March 2020)
‘Anthropologists have long observed that people across cultures tend to perform more rituals in times
of uncertainty.’ (The Conversation, March 2020)
Silja’s other books for CICO include The Green Wiccan Spell Book (ISBNs 978-1-78249-785-1, 978-178249-659-5, 978-1-907563-64-5) with combined sales of over 21,500 copies, and The Green Wiccan
Herbal (ISBNs 978-1-78249-396-9, 978-1-906525-87-3) with combined sales of over 12,000 copies.

THE AUTHOR
Silja writes the popular ‘Practical Magic’ column for Spirit and Destiny magazine. As a Wiccan High
Priestess, she has led a Celtic training coven in Ireland, where she grew up. She is the author of The Green
Wiccan Spell Book, The Green Wiccan Year and The Green Wiccan Herbal. She lives in Arkansas, USA.
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COCOA BOMBS
40 make-at-home recipes for explosively fun hot chocolate drinks
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A step-by-step guide to making melting hot cocoa bombs at home, plus fun ideas for flavours,
fillings and decoration.
Hot chocolate or ‘cocoa’ bombs are the new sweet must-have. Having initially taken social media by a
storm, their popularity means they are now sold in store and on-line and are on everyone’s hygge wish-list!
But just what are they? Basically, they are a piñata that melts in your cup… Hollow spheres
of chocolate that you put into a mug or cup and when you pour in hot milk, the chocolate melts to create a
hot chocolate drink and also magically release the marshmallows or other surprises hiding inside. Once
you’ve learnt how to make them at home, you can make fun flavour variations for kids and adults – and yes,
you can put booze in them! If you want to make your own, this super-cute book gives you clear, step-bystep instruction for great results – preparing moulds, filling and assembling your bombs, as well as
decorating ideas, like drizzles and sprinkles. Once you’ve mastered making them, try out the delicious
flavours suggested which include Cappuccino, Coconut Cream Pie, Peanut Butter Cup, Spiced Chai, Dulce
de Leche, Peppermint Bark, Chocolate Orange, Raspberry Pavlova and more! Or why not try out your own
flavour combinations – whatever floats your marshmallow!

KEY SELLING POINTS
In early November 2020 on TikTok alone, videos with the #hotchocolatebombs hashtag garnered
nearly 205 million views.
Hot Chocolate Bombs' popularity isn’t relegated to social media. They are now sold in-store and online
and by retailers as diverse as Hotel Chocolat, Lakeland, Oliver Bonas and the CoOp.
Everyone from The Daily Mail to Glamour and Which? magazine has taken notice as the craze has
picked up steam with gift-buyers hunting the new sweet must-have.
A seasonal treat for adults and kids to enjoy making together over the Christmas period.

THE AUTHOR
Eric Torres-Garcia is an accomplished 25-year-old, U.S. born, Mexican-American entrepreneur. He holds a
bachelor’s degree in International Business from Boise State University. In December of 2019, an
unexpectedly successful viral video urged him to take a giant leap of faith into the chocolate business. He
has since attracted worldwide attention for his crazed signature concoction: Cocoa Bombs (TM).
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DELICIOUS BROWNIES, BLONDIES
AND OTHER TRAYBAKES
65 recipes for home-baked sweet treats
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A collection of 65 gorgeously gooey and sumptuously sweet brownies, blondies and traybakes,
from much-loved vintage classics to modern creations.
Chocolate brownies are happiness squared. The quest for the elusive BEST EVER brownie is one that
never ends, it can be sprung upon you at any moment - whether eaten in the corner of a cosy café or to
accompany your afternoon cup of tea at home, a truly fabulous brownie is something you will find yourself
lusting after for years to come. Likewise, blondies, the trendy younger sister of the brownie and the
extended family of traybakes, are just as well-loved, and this genre of straightforward baking ensures
goodies to suit every occasion and every day of the week. All you really need is a mixing bowl, a
rectangular pan and a hot oven to create amazing cakes that will endear you to friends and family.

KEY SELLING POINTS
Brownies, blondies and other traybakes have always been popular with home bakers because they are
simple and achievable.
Brownies became a much-instagrammed comfort bake during lockdown – #quarantinebaking.
Home baking has never been so popular, thanks to the enormous success of BBC TV's The Great
British Bake-off which attracted a record 8 million views to the series launch show in 2020.

THE AUTHOR
A collection of beautifully photographed recipes, curated for you by the expert food and drink editors at
Ryland Peters & Small, and originally created by our highly-regarded cookery authors.
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ON TOAST
More than 65 deliciously inventive recipes
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More than 65 fast-fix recipes for food on toast, to take you from breakfast to bedtime.
Toast is perhaps the ultimate convenience food. Readily available and always satisfying, whether slathered
in peanut butter with your morning cuppa, topped with gooey melted cheese for lunch, or awash with beans
for dinner, it's a go-to staple morning, noon and night. But why limit your toast options? It’s time to expand
your repertoire, embrace exciting new tastes and textures and discover toasted treats from all around the
world. This collection features over 65 recipes to cover all occasions from lazy brunches and healthy
lunches, to tasty snacks and comforting evening meals. Try Eggs in a Hole, Peanut Butter Jelly Toast,
Banana Bread French Toast, Lemon & Thyme Mushrooms on Toast, Gorgonzola & Anchovy Crostini,
Stuffed Panini, Sesame & Sriracha Prawn Toasts and more. Prepare to have your toast horizons expanded!

KEY SELLING POINTS
Easy, fast-fix recipes for toast addicts everywhere – ideal for students and busy parents and a great
cooking-for-one option.
Featuring over 65 delicious ideas and including both savoury and sweet options.
'Bruschetta bars' and 'Avocado toast breakfast bars' are the subject of frequent posts on social media.
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SHARING FOOD WITH FRIENDS
Casual dining ideas and inspiring recipes for platters, boards and small
bites
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Eating well at home doesn’t have to mean hours in the kitchen. Put together a selection of these
stylish dishes full of flavour and relax.
This is food you can whip up at the end of a working day or during a busy weekend. Kathy Kordalis offers
inspired ideas for creating dishes to share at home, whether you are serving brunch, lunch, dinner, nibbles
with drinks or a family feast. Within each sharing menu there are lists of things to buy in, dishes that require
simple preparation, plus recipes to cook from scratch. In Autumn, reflect the bounty of the harvest with
dishes that include seasonal treats like squash, chard, beets and purple artichokes. Winter is a time for
comfort food at its finest. It's dark, it's cold, it's probably raining. The only antidote is a cosy home and a
dining table groaning with delicious things to eat. Serve comforting spiced tomato soup with cheese scones,
a good old-fashioned beef stroganoff and chilli chocolate mousse. Come Spring it’s time to lighten up.
Young vegetables with tangy dips, small bowls of pea and mint risotto, artichokes with the perfect
vinaigrette and herb-garnished gin and tonics. Let it shine in Summer. Head outdoors and have fun with the
barbecue, cooking seafood and setting up dazzling dessert stations for al fresco fun. Finally, embrace the
art of feasting, whether cooking a special dinner for Valentine’s Day or celebrating a big event. Serve a
stunning centrepiece rib of beef or a classic whole salmon served with sumptuous sides. Ultimately, it’s all
about spending quality time at home and enjoying yourself.

KEY SELLING POINTS
Laying a beautiful table and dining well at home have become key trends during 2020, when staying at
home became the new going out!
Features vegetarian, vegan, wheat-free and dairy-free options and healthier twists on classics, but all
with a focus on simplicity and flavour.
Includes complete menus for brunch, lunch, dinner, pizza parties and more!

THE AUTHOR
Raised by Greek parents in Sydney, Australia, Kathy Kordalis’ food style is light, relaxed and accessible,
drawing inspiration from her Australian and Mediterranean heritage. A graduate of Leith’s School of Food
and Wine, Kathy originally moved to London and entered the professional food world in a management role
at the Divertimenti Cookery School. Now working as a freelance food stylist and writer, her clients include
Tesco Online and Waitrose Food Magazine, as well as for chef Bill Granger.
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THE DUTCH OVEN COOKBOOK
More than 65 recipes for one-pot cooking
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65 Dutch oven recipes for casseroles, braises, pastas, rice dishes and breads.
A Dutch oven is an iconic piece of kitchenware, highly prized by all cooks from beginners to professionals.
A thick-walled, seasoned cast-iron cooking pot, as to why it’s called a Dutch oven, no one knows for sure.
The most popular theory is that the 17th century Dutch were the first to use clay moulds in favour of casting
metal in sand, and this enabled smoother finishes for iron cookware. Regardless of its origins, by the
1920s, a well-known French brand (now synonymous with this lidded casserole) was supplying them to
French restaurants specifically for cooking their most popular dish, coq au vin. As a Dutch oven can be a
costly investment piece, how do you make sure that you put yours hard to work? Easy – with this collection
of 65 tried-and-tested recipes you can impress with well-known classics from Beef Bourguignon and Slowcooked Greek Lamb to One-pot Spanish Seafood Stew. But what you can cook in a Dutch oven is not
limited to these familiar dishes – you can also prepare home-cooked comforts ranging from Cajun Chicken
Gumbo, Mac ‘n’ Cheese, Short Ribs, Carnitas (Mexican Pulled Pork) and Spinach & Cheese Strata, plus
discover exciting new recipes to expand your repertoire, including Kale & Squash Lasagne and Srirachabraised Brisket and even a loaf of Dutch Oven Bread!

KEY SELLING POINTS
A cast iron Dutch oven is a highly coveted piece of kitchen ware, appreciated for its good looks as
much as its practicality!
Whether you’re a Le Creuset, Villeroy & Boch, Staub or Lodge owner, this delicious collection of
recipes will inspire you to make sure your Dutch oven works hard and earns its keep in your kitchen.
One-pot cooking is a proven and popular category for home cooks as its simplicity and convenience
has strong appeal.

THE AUTHOR
Louise Pickford is a sought-after food writer and food stylist with over 20 years’ experience. She is the
author of 15 cookbooks published worldwide, including 'Smoothies' and 'Barbecue' for Ryland Peters &
Small. English by birth, she has been based in Sydney, Australia for the past decade, but has recently
relocated to rural France—a short drive from Spain!
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THE NEW CRAFT BEER WORLD
A guide to over 400 of the finest beers
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The New Craft Beer World cracks open over 400 of the finest, most innovative brews on the planet,
making it a must-have for any beer lover.
With more amazing beers available than ever before, it’s hard to know which ones to choose. That’s where
The New Craft Beer World comes in. Gathering together over 400 of the most innovative and tastiest beers
you need to try, and divided into 50 different categories, you will find the best of the best each style has to
offer. Every category comes with an explanation of the key characteristics of the style – whether it’s an
American IPA bursting with citrusy C-hops or an Imperial Stout full of dark roasted malts – along with an
example of a classic brew and a selection of cutting edge versions that are certain to become instant
favourites. So whether you’re looking for bitter beers or balanced flavours, a hit of hops or a hint of coffee,
the reviews will point you in the right direction to find the perfect beer to suit your tastebuds. Also included
are interesting nuggets of beer information, covering everything from the catalyst that has caused the
astonishing growth in craft beer through to matching beer with food and how to serve your drinks.

KEY SELLING POINTS
Over 400 new beers are reviewed in terms of their taste, mouthfeel and alcohol content.
New categories of beer include Hazy DIPA, Sweet Stout, Baltic Porter, Hybrid Lager and Fast Sours,
amongst others.
Features influential breweries from the US, the UK, Denmark, Holland, Norway, Belgium, Czech
Republic, Australia, Canada, Italy, New Zealand and Japan, amongst others.

THE AUTHOR
Mark Dredge is an award-winning beer, food and travel writer from London. In 2011, 2013 and 2014, he
was awarded Beer and Food Writer of the Year from the British Guild of Beer Writers for the work on his
blog Pencil and Spoon and then his first two books, Craft Beer World and Beer and Food, which also won
an award from the North American Guild of Beer Writers. Mark has also written The Best Beer In The World
and Cooking with Beer for Dog 'n' Bone, and his writing has featured in leading publications across the
globe; he’s also an international beer judge. You can follow him on Twitter and Instagram: @MarkDredge.
Mark lives in London.
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TWO’S COMPANY
The best of home cooking for couples, friends and roommates
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More than 65 original and delicious recipes, written with panache and authority and offering both
practical advice and inspiration for anyone cooking at home for two people.
Two’s Company is a book with a positive message that cooking for two is exciting, fun and worthwhile.
More than that – free from the demands of family or guests, liberated from a strict timetable or any need to
impress, you can follow your mood, whether you fancy something homey, a fake-away or a creative
culinary adventure. There is a major gap in the market for a mainstream cookbook for two, providing
inspiration for couples, friends and flat-sharers who enjoy cooking and eating at home. Most of those
cooking for two are forced either to scale down recipes or repeatedly contend with a fridge full of leftovers.
Supermarkets have identified this trend, and provide a lavish choice of ready meals, meal kits and ‘dine-in’
offers aimed at twosomes. But there is still a distinct lack of inspiration for those of us who want to shop and
cook something fresh from scratch for a partner or friend. Here Orlando Murrin not only brings you original
recipes but sets out the different ‘rules’ to consider when cooking for two. He suggests ways to shop
sensibly to minimize waste and shares ingenious tips for shortcuts and techniques, gleaned from working
with professional chefs and food stylist throughout his career in food.

KEY SELLING POINTS
Orlando is an established name in food media – a former editor of BBC Good Food Magazine and the
founder of Olive magazine, he is now the host of the BBC Food Podcast alongside Tom Kerridge and
has a monthly column in Waitrose Weekend.
In 1987 Delia Smith wrote the best-selling One Is Fun with the explicit purpose of encouraging single
people to spend time and effort on eating well but this significant sector of cooking for two has been
largely ignored.
Each recipe is accompanied by a Trick of the Trade – a technique, shortcut, ingredient, gadget or
organisational or kitchen management tip.

THE AUTHOR
Orlando Murrin was projected into the culinary limelight by MasterChef, when his 1992 semifinal was
watched by 12 million people. He was soon writing a daily recipe column for a national newspaper and held
the position of editor of the successful BBC Good Food magazine for 6 years. He now writes a column for
Waitrose Weekend, presents the BBC Good Food Podcast with Tom Kerridge and since 2019 he has been
President of the Guild of Food Writers. He is a panelist, presenter and demonstrator at food festivals,
including those in Exeter and Dartmouth, local to his home in Devon.
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VA VA VOOM VEGAN CAKES
More than 50 recipes for vegan-friendly cakes, bakes and treats that not
only taste great but look amazing!
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Over 50 delicious vegan baking recipes for sweet treats that are as good to look at as they are to
eat!
Whether you are a full-time vegan or you choose to cut out animal products whenever possible, there's no
need to miss out on your favourite cakes. Baking without eggs, butter and milk is not only possible, but also
easy and just as delicious as what you are used to baking. There are now so many alternative ingredients
available from supermarkets and health food stores and with Angela Romeo’s inspired recipes, you'll have
all the know-how and inspiration you need to start baking. Bake small treats such as Lemon Meringue and
Marbled Go-nuts cakes; traybakes including Indulgent Chocolate Chip Brownies and Gin & Tonic Traybake;
everyday bakes like Rooibos Tea Loaf or larger fancy cakes for special occasions such as a Pistachio,
Lime & Raspberry Wowzer Cake or Chocolate & Salted Caramel Mud Cake. Also included are showstopping seasonal treats including Vegan Vanilla Thriller for Halloween and Knickerbocker Glorious Cake
for summer days.

KEY SELLING POINTS
Veganuary 2020 has enticed at least 400,000 individuals to give up all animal produce for the month.
Little more than 3,000 took part in its inaugural outing in 2014.
New from the author of Fantasy Cakes (978-1-84975-885-7) Angela’s brilliant, achievable recipes are
guaranteed to convert even non-vegans!
Vegan bakeries are cropping up increasingly to satisfy the rising demand for vegan treats.

THE AUTHOR
Angela Romeo is a freelance food stylist, writer and editor. She was previously Central Food Editor for
best-selling UK magazine Women’s Weekly and has also worked for Sainsbury’s as Head of Food for
Creative Services. She is the author of Fantasy Cakes, published by RPS.
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VODKA COCKTAILS
More than 40 recipes for delicious drinks to fix at home
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With more than 40 vodka-based cocktail recipes – from classics to contemporary twists – this is a
must-have bar companion for anyone who enjoys their vodka.
Vodka makes the ideal base for a cocktail and is perhaps the most mixable and useful spirit behind any bar.
Its clean and neutral taste pairs with most flavours, from sweet to sour, fruity to spicy, and creates delicious
possibilities for every drinking occasion. Try a restorative Bloody Mary with breakfast, a perfectly mixed
Cosmopolitan to sip at a leisurely lunch, a pre-dinner Vodka Martini to whet your appetite, or a Black
Russian enjoyed as a night-cap. This perfect companion to your home bar showcases the most popular
vodka drinks, plus offers up some surprises, and is a celebration of the cocktail in its myriad forms. From
the retro charm of a Harvey Wallbanger to that icon of the modern drinking scene, the Espresso Martini, the
recipes included here are must-tries for any vodka-drinker.

KEY SELLING POINTS
Making cocktails at home has become even more popular, evidenced with the ‘Locktail’ Instagram
phenomenon in 2020 which reinvigorated interest.
With 50 delicious cocktail recipes, this is the perfect gift for any vodka drinker.
The UK vodka industry is expected to expand over the next 5 years as brands aim to meet the demand
for 'craft' and flavoured vodka varieties, in line with consumer trends lead by the huge popularity of gin.

THE AUTHOR
A new collection of beautifully photographed recipes, curated for you by the expert food and drink editors at
Ryland Peters & Small, and originally developed by our highly-regarded cookery authors.
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WHISKEY COCKTAILS
40 recipes for Old Fashioneds, Sours, Manhattans, Juleps and more
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Shake, stir and mix your way to whisky and bourbon connoisseur status with award-winning
bartender Jesse Estes as he demonstrates how to tame these fiery spirits in 40 delicious cocktail
recipes.
Today, many popular classic whisk(e)y cocktails tend to be bourbon-based (such as the Old Fashioned,
Manhattan, Mint Julep, Whiskey Sour, etc), but there are some great Scotch and Irish drinks too (Blue
Blazer, Morning Glory Fizz) to enjoy too. First master the classic cocktails, then learn new creative
variations that are bound to impress. Whether you prefer an American bourbon with notes of caramel, a
spicy rye, a classic sturdy Scotch, or a distinctly innovative Japanese Nikka, this exciting cocktail recipe
selection includes a wide range of whiskies from around the world. This is the perfect book for any
dedicated whisky-lover or keen home bartender to add to their collection.

KEY SELLING POINTS
Whisky has an exclusive connoisseur culture. Now this book of delicious and achievable cocktail
recipes gives every drinker a way to enjoy whisky and bourbon at home.
There has been a recent soar in popularity of traditional cocktails such as the Old Fashioned and
Manhattan, as well as interest in fashionable Japanese serves such as the highball.
The Curious Bartender's Odyssey of Malt, Bourbon and Rye Whiskies (October 2014, ISBN: 978-184975-562-0) has sold over 33,000 copies.

THE AUTHOR
Jesse Estes started his bartending career at All Star Lanes in London, where he worked with over 150
whiskies behind the bar. In 2013 he was named as one of London’s Best Bartenders by the Huffington Post.
His work has been featured in Shortlist, Esquire, Loaded Magazine and World’s Best Cocktails. His first
book, Tequila Beyond Sunrise, was published in 2018. He can be found leading masterclasses on tequila
across the world in his current role as Global Brand Ambassador for Tequila Ocho.
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SMART PHONE SMART PHOTO
EDITING
A complete workflow for editing on any phone or tablet using Snapseed
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Learn how to edit photographs on your phone with this step-by-step guide from professional
photographer Jo Bradford
Do you know how to make the best of the photos you’ve taken with your phone? We all have hundreds of
images on our phones that could do with a little improvement, but transferring them to a hard drive and
working in an out-of-date editing program on your Mac or PC can seem like too much hassle. Awardwinning professional photographer Jo Bradford, author of the bestselling Smart Phone Smart Photography,
can show you how to edit your photos easily and conveniently on your iPhone or Android, using the free
Snapseed app. Smart Phone Smart Photo Editing shows you how to use the app to do everything from raw
developing and saving a copy, to compositional improvements, global enhancements to colour and other
elements, and smaller adjustments to specific details. With clear step-by-step text and illustrations for each
process, you will soon learn how to get the best from the app and from your images. Case studies and
beautiful images taken by Jo will also help to inspire you in your photography.

KEY SELLING POINTS
Jo Bradford's first book, Smart Phone Smart Photography (978-1-78249-562-8) has sold over 15,000
copies
It's estimated that in 2020 over 80% of British adults owned a smart phone
The editing app Snapseed is available for both iPhones and android phones
Widely used social media sites such as Instagram encourage phone users to improve the quality of
their images

THE AUTHOR
Jo Bradford is a practising artist and photographer who also offers tuition and group workshops in
smartphone photography and image editing. Jo travels widely for public speaking engagements and to
participate in seminars about photography. Jo’s Instagram profile @greenislandstudios, where she exhibits
her smartphone photography, has over 48,000 followers. She is also the author of Smart Phone Smart
Photography. Jo is based in Devon.
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